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About This Game

JimJams games are a small, indie development team with a love for the retro games of the '80's and 90's. We only develop
games that embrace that era, aiming to provide true classicly styled gaming, with a massive retro feel, maybe with a slight hint

of what these games would have been with a little more processing power.

We don't aim to develop AAA games, but simply to bring our passion for a time gone by to those who love truly classic themed
and inspired games. If this is a genre and era that you love, then our games are for you.

Solar Wind is our take on the classic sidescrolling shoot 'em ups of the past. Fight your way through deep space, penetrate
asteriod belts, swoop low across alien moons, and weave through narrow caverns, and alien complexes as you take the fight to an

unknown enemy.

Solar Wind encompasses many elements of the classic side scrolling, shoot 'em ups. Blast asteroids, take on alien ships, upgrade
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your ship with numerous add-ons, and navigate the unknown in the retro-themed blaster. We've taken our love of such games as
Scramble, R-Type, Gradius, Vanguard, and a load more and combined our favourite features of each.... And we haven't stopped

yet!

20 challenging, themed, retro blasting stages.

 A new big boss at the end of every stage.

 Over 90 different aliens, enemy weapons and defences..

 Destroy radar stations and ground bases to interrupt the alien responses.

 Fight challenging and varied mid-stage boss ships.

 Upgrade your ship with over 80 weapons, equipment, armour and add-ons.
,

 Battle to the thundering, original, Astro rock soundtrack.
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Title: Solar Wind
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
JimJams Games
Publisher:
JimJams Games
Release Date: 12 Apr, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP2

Processor: Dual Core 2.80 Ghz or higher

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nivida 850M or better

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 600 MB available space

Sound Card: N/A

English
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Haven't played it much yet, but the game looks fun & the graphics seem fine too (although the light level seemed to fluctuate a
lot which was highly annoying).

Thumbs down because no proper controller support so I can't use my steering wheel. Unmappable xBox control only.. I think
this is a very good game, although it would be better with save points in it rather than having to repeat the entire level, i've got to
the end of levels n then I got spotted n that's extremely frustrating, making me not wanna play anymore!
It could also do with having a higher viewpoint so I can see where the enemies are n not running into them.

I do recommend the game though.. 10\/10 , This is one of the best and content loaded RPGmaker games in Steam.. An
extraordinarily engaging story that really allows you to tailor the theme to your liking. Is it a tale of fighting against injustice? Or
about selling your soul in exhange for decadence?

Massive fan, definitely worth the price (As is Choice of the Deathless, another game set in the same universe).. This is based off
the first story of Mono - I Want To Get Out, as the other two aren't released yet as of this review.

There really isn't much to say about this first story of Mono - it was a ton of fun, very creepy, loved the "glitchy" aspect of it,
and it absolutely left me wanting more. If I had to say anything bad about it - the graphics aren't that great (even though they suit
the game fine) and the puzzles are relatively basic. Both are very minor issues in an otherwise great title that's worth the $4.

I definitely look forward to the next two installments and see how everything comes together.

Per usual, I did a playthrough of it if anyone wants to see it in action: https:\/\/youtu.be\/l7p2_KtVBl4. Recently picked this up
expecting an average add-on and well it was certainly average in quality. Sounds are ok but not the best, coasting downhill isn't
the best as the dynamic brakes appear heavy and regular brakes can cause drive quality penalties on steep grades if you're not
careful. One strange thing to note is that when the instrument lights are on they don't display the instruments at night or in
tunnels making the feature somewhat pointless.

The one part about the DLC that amuses me the most is when reading the description you'll find this line: "As an extraordinary
bonus, the Amtrak SDP40F pack, masterfully created by DTM, also include a complete set of Amtrak\u2019s ex-Santa Fe high-
level cars as made famous in Santa Fe service on the El Capitan\/Super Chief and Texas Chief, and which served Amtrak for
decades" Now this does sound very generous on DTM's part and we should be grateful for the extra effort except Donner Pass
has NO Amtrak coaches included by default so DTM would have no choice but to include coaches anyway as the alternative
would be to release the SDP40F alone on the Soldier Summit route as it has Amtrak coaches included due to the F40PH so nice
try DTM.

Wait until the discount is 50+% off to buy as full price is certainly not worth it.

7\/10. no matter what settings are it is too laggy. I'm going to give this one a qualified upvote. The graphics are well imagined,
and the environments aid in the suspension of disbelief. The gameplay, as it stands in early access is what you would expect for
a colony management game, but I have to say, that aside from a resource crunch now and then, I never really felt that my colony
was on the brink of disaster or that a wrong choice could spell ruin for my colonists.
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The game is, of course, early access, but there still feels to be a lack of content. I am by no means a super gamer, able to chew
through a new game in mere minutes, but If you look at my play time, it accurately (as of the date of writing this) depicts how
long it took me to go from early tutorial to beating the campaign mode.

I'd like to see more planets and colonies both in the campaign and the free-play modes.

TLDR: Okay for early access. Needs more content. Good for 8 hours of diversion.. There's an interesting system in place here,
combining turn-based tactics with a Hearthstone-style CCG. Problem is with the pacing. It feels janky, and dealing with rush
tactics is problematic. Not to mention, games like Hearthstone sell themselves on personality, which is hard to do when 80% of
your cards use placeholder art. I know, game's in Early Access, but as it stands I have no real desire to spend any more money on
this game as-is.

Then there's the matter of the community. If you look at the Steam discussion page, it's a bunch of edgelord 12 year olds who
don't understand punctuation, and can't even provide feedback to the devs without crapping all over each other. Not that the
Steam forums are typically a source of intelligent discourse, but this is one of the worst communities I've seen. Could you
imagine what would happen if they implemented an in-game chat feature?

I'll keep my eye on this, but it's got a long way to go if the devs really want in on that Twitch dosh. I will update this review
should my opinion change..  what horrors! 
Watson's character development is gold
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Casual game for the not so casual gamer.

This game is awesome and absolutely infuriating.
Great , simple, strategy game that makes you shoot your base from key-buildings .. you will miss often ...

Best played vs friends, preferably with voice-chat turned on :). way too short :(. well what can i say, the game is dead.. Yes, it
took me less than 30 minutes to solve this game problem and delete it. DO NOT BUY THIS GAME.

CONS :

1 - The visual is horrible. It does look even worse than what you may expect from the screenshots. Animation are almost
inexistant.

2 - The HUD is totally dysfunctional. Nothing closes or open alone and you have to navigate to the ''exit button'' at every action
you will do. Navigation through all the menus is tricky, long and of course, more ugly than you can ever imagine. That bright
blue color is gonna give you a headache and may even make your nose bleed.

3 - I stopped playing at tutorial part 4. Its bugged, I lost the sound and tough I made what was written it never ended.

4 - I have no physical copy of the game I could burn and torture (or use as combustible during cold winter days).

PROS :

1 - The absence of any aesthetic/visual/animation is perfect for epileptic users. You will be able to play long hours without any
crisis.

2 - This game is probably playable on win 3.1. If you are from a third world country and cannot afford a modern computer I
guess a recycled/scrap-built pentium 166 with 64Mo RAM is more than enough to run this BS.

3 - Masochists should buy it right now for the sores, buboes and maybe herpies it will gives you through the touch of your
keyboard. Instant pain guarantee. You will also feel pain for any cent you invested in this game.

4 - Time travel for free. You get get right back in 1996. Its a direct competitor of Master of orion 1 but badly executed. BUY
MASTER OF ORION 1 or 2 and go to TOTALL RECALL to get rid of any memories of this game or it will haunt your
nightmares.

5 - You will not get worse in your life. Every other bad game you will buy will seems to be a masterpiece in comparison to this.
Its the the paragon of mediocrity - The long seeked ''absolute Zero'' of talent and fun.

REALLY.. I never played a SOOOO bad 4x game in my whole 39 long life (and I played A LOT of them).. I am a fan of VR
games,but now many games only have a few minutes experience.there is few games that i can play for several times.But this
games ,It has rich content since i kenw the VR games.there are kinds weapon you can play.first you can play with bow,like
really bow to shoot,it's fantasic,and i like the art style,it was very cute,and collorfull 3D models.the monster is also cute.
First time,i play the game, i broke the box top of the monster,the monster jumped out of the box, a more powerful guy,the
monster threw bullets whizzing flying over from my face,I am scared to hide.Really fun.
I have to share the BOSS ,Every checkpoint had a huge monster you have to fight, when the dragon fly over my head,For the
first time, I was scared to squat.VR brings us a sense of invasion than any other game.
Like this,i hit the boss ,earn money and gems,i bought other weapons,magic gloves ,peas, guns,magic cannon,haha, I am feeling
strong.
Finally,I defeat the final BOSS,I thought i was clear the game,but the guys jumped out and told me there is not over,there is
tower defense mode was hide,I started a new challenge.The content is real enough, more than other VR game a lot better.
VR game is very little now,this game is really nice.I recommend to everyone.. it got big tiddie 10\/10. This game is a huge rip
off. It advertises three levels of computer difficulty and there's not even an option to play the computer. It is strictly multiplayer.
You can play a friend on your computer and the board spins around when it's the other persons turn. Or, you can play online. I
cannot believe Steam would allow such misleading advertising for their softward. Unbelievable. Don't get this game. It's hot
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garbage.

Fuel, give me more Fuel!:
Hi again,

We've uploaded a quick update today following feedback from players. Some of you found that fuel disappeared too quickly or
was too difficult to collect.

So, we've considered the feedback and have added more ways to collect fuel, you can now fly low over fuel dumps and drain
energy from them, fly through shield generators (This is a good one, it repairs hull damge, refuels your ship, and gives you a
protective shield for 6 seconds). You can also bomb fuel installations for a small fuel increase, (Something often seen in the
classic side scrollers) and finally, you can gain another small increase from a pick up if you're lucky enough to find one.

We listen to all comments and read all reviews, and this is how you can help us to develop Solar Wind into the game you want to
play. We can't promise to include all of your ideas, but we will consider them all.

Thanks everyone,

The JimJams Games team.

. Happy Star Wars Day!:
Hi All,

In celebration of Star Wars day, it felt right here at JimJams towers that we should launch an update for Solar Wind. Along with
the usual tweaks and peaks we've added some more content, and improved the continue function to allow the replaying of any
stage previously completed.

Here's what's new.

1) Added 2 new levels.
2) Added 2 new achievements
3) Updated the Continue.
4) Added 2 new concealed turrets
5) Fixed pathfinding issue in level 2
6) Tweaks to alien behaviour across the board.

That's it for now.

May the 4th be with you.

The JimJams games team.. Solar Wind - Coming Soon.:
We're very pleased to annouce that our next retro styled game, Solar Wind will be coming to Steam as an early access release
around 20th December 2017.

Like our other games, Solar Wind reflects our love of the classics, and this time, we're visiting the world of the side scrolling
shoot 'em up.

Command a fleet of ships as you battle an unknown alien menace across the galaxy. Customise your ships for the battle to come,
mine resources, defend planets and moons from bombardment and navigate asteroid belts and cave systems.

As an early access release, you'll join the fight from the start, and get a chance to help shape the games direction with your
feedback.

More details soon..
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The JimJamsGames team.. Update 3:
Hi All,

We're continuing to work on developing Solar Wind, and following feedback, we've addressed a number of issues and tweaked
various gameplay elements.

1) Updated 3rd Stage and added a 12th Stage.
2) Added text prompt to key mapping.
3) Added keymap save, so your selection is now remembered.
4) Improved stage 1 to allow for a less steep learning curve.
5) Tweaked radar jamming to have a more pronouced affect on rockets.
6) Improved text visuals.
7) Ships now start with 2 armour to ease starting difficulty.
8) Improved pickup visuals
9) Improved pickup collection.
10) Shield generators can no longer be destroyed by accidental fire.
11) Minor bug fixes.

Thanks everyone for your support , and enjoy the latest update.

The JimJams Games team.. Solar Wind - Launch News.:
Hi All,

After a very hectic Christmas and New Year, we at JimJamsGames have decided that in order to release the best EA version of
Solar Wind to the public, we need another few weeks to tweak the game and work a little more on the visuals.

We hope that you'll stay with us during this delay, and we know we'll have a much better release for you all as a result. The
delay has already lead to a number of very cool improvements, and will result in a much deeper game.

Thanks for reading,

The JimJamsGames team.. It's Christmas time, let's blast everything in sight!:
Hi All,

In keeping with our commitment to update our games to keep them fresh and challenging, we've released the latest update to our
side-scrolling shooter, Solar Wind.
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So, what's new?

 Added 3 new stages, to bring the total to 20

 Added 3 new end of level bosses, each with unique behaviours.

 Upgraded player weapons to increase damage

 Added 40 new player weapon upgrades.

 Increased Steam Achievements to reflect additional levels

 Improved explosions and visuals

 Tweaked many areas for improved performance.

 Updated media and added additional alien landscapes.

 Tweaked laser gates to slice through player armour.

 Localised high score feature.
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 Many smaller tweaks and updates for improved game-play.

That's it for now, we may have another smaller update in a few days, but we were keen to get you this impressive new
build in time for Christmas.

Enjoy,

The JimJams Games team.

. It's good to achieve:
Hi All,

As we continue to work through our list of early access commitments, we're reached another milestone, and have added the
much requested first round of achievements. For this update, we've added 23, which many more to follow as Solar Wind
continues to grow.

Enjoy,

The JimJams Games team.. Solar Wind launches on Steam:
Hi All,

We're very pleased to announce that after a delay of several months, Solar Wind launches to the public as an EA release.

We've chosen EA as we know that there are a lot of you who love this genre and by releasing as early access, we would like to
give you all the opportunity to help shape the future development of Solar Wind, as it moves forward from another of our retro
inspired games towards the ultimate classic side scroller.

We're sure you'll love our current nods to various games, and rest assured, we'll be adding more levels, developing more
weapons and more bangs for your bucks as development continues.

We welcome feedback, so please feel free to commment.

Thanks, and enjoy.

The JimJams Games team.. New build, new look, new ways to die!:
Hi All,

We've been working on an update for Solar Wind for a few weeks now, and we're very pleased with the results.

Not only have we added 4 new levels, we've added 4 new bosses to go with them, tweaked 5 other bosses, added 10 new alien
ships, nearly 20 new alien features and behaviours, and a host of new defences and turrets. We've also taken the time to improve
the look of just about everything.

Here's a full list of what's new.

 4 completely new and challanging levels.

 4 new end of level bosses, including the death spinner, the tarntula, the evil eye and the behemoth.

 Increased the alien defences, you'll now encounter concealed turrets, homing missiles, mine droppers, crushers, and
loads more.
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 10 new alien ships, with improved movement, including the razor and blade ships, bombers, missile ships, drop ships
and a load more.

 Added a new player loadout screen, so you can tailor your launch ship.

 Added new player weapons, including the electro cannon, new shields, wave cannon and a couple more tweaks. Taking
the total number of weapons, equipment and defence variations to well over 50.

 Player ship now reflects 90% of upgrades, so you can see your ship grow as you play.

 Improved the media, with the addition of paralax backgrounds, and better starfields.

 Updated and improved almost all of the explosions, for a more immersive battle experience.

 Improved stability by addressing a couple of minor bugs, and improved performance on lower end machines.

We hope that you love the latest update. We've lots more planned, so be sure to keep an eye out for new features in the
near future.

Thanks for reading and enjoy.

The JimJams Games team.
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